
SLSC High Power Sporting Rifle Match
24 September 2022

Match Report

We had a beautiful morning to shoot, cool, sunny and no wind to speak of, a perfect day for some good scores to be shot
and a few were delivered. Mark once again delivered an excellent lesson on the proper firing of the iron sighted AR-15
and came away with Match Winner honors with son Jake on his heels with another iron sighted AR-15. Dick shot a
decent score with a scoped AR, although it was below the 300 point level he should have shot since he carries a Master
classification card for the 1st Optical Sights laurels.  Paul Stephens returned to shoot after a long absence but withdrew
from the competition after firing the first stage. We also had two new to us shooters who had rifles that did not conform
to the NRA specifications but we let them shoot  so their morning would not be wasted and hope they had a good
enough experience to warrant a return in the future. They both shot decent scores for their first crack at this discipline.

Our October match will be the challenging NRA Approved high power rifle national match course of fire. I am attaching a
copy of the match program for your info.

My usual thanks to the faithful few who like to shoot these matches and eagerly help set up the range and put it back in
order at the end of the competition. And a special thanks for the entire Swierczek family for their enduring support of
our small program and to Mark for running the second relay so I could shoot.

Dick Chadwick, Match Director

Official Results Bulletin
Optical Sights

Name                 NRA Class         Rifle        Cal.         Prone     Standing     Sit/Kneel    Prone      Aggregate         Place
Slow          Slow            Rapid         Rapid

Chadwick, R.         MA                AR-15       5.56          76-0x       68-0x           74-1x       79-2x          297-3x        1st Optical Sights

Swierczek, A.         MK                AR-15      .223         77-2x        66-0x           65-0x       75-1x          283-3x

Banta, G.                MK(T)           AR-15       .223         76-2x       49-0x           54-0x       79-0x          258-2x

Metallic Sights
Swierczek, M.        EX                  AR-15        .223         77-3x       68-0x           78-2x      80-3x           303-8x             Match Winner

Swierczek, J.          MA                 AR-15        .223         79-1x      68-0x            75-0x      75-0x           297-1x

Non-compliant rifles, not eligible for awards or score reporting to the NRA

Heisler, J.                                        AR-15        .223         75-3x      55-0x            70-2x      76-2x          276-7x      Overweight rifle

Erwin, S.                                          AR-15        .223         73-1x      51-0x            67-0x      72-0x          263-1x      Muzzle brake

80 points possible each stage, 320 points possible aggregate.
MA: Master, EX: Expert, SS: Sharpshooter, MK: Marksman,  (T): Temporary Classification


